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A DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM FOR READING IN THE FIRST GRADE

OF PRllIRIE VIEW TRAINING SCHOOL
INTRODUCTION
How can we Judge whether or not a child 1s ready to
read?

Should we base such Judgement on h1s ability to do

accurate word calling?

Can we say he is ready to read be-

cause he shows a strong des1re to understand printed matter and exhibits an attitude or demanding the meaning or
words he has read?

Is his readiness to read proven by his

grasp or the meaning or whole sentences; or by his ability
to distinguish word forms; or his ability to remember the
meaning and usage or words he has learned; -or 1t he shows
ability to th1nk clearly?

These questions and many others

ought to be considered in any attempt to tormulate a reading program in Prairie View Training School which will be
generally approved.
or course, the answer to all these questions must be
uyes.•

The final test of good reading lines in determining

how much the child chooses to read when he is lett to h1s
own devices; how easily and efficiently he understands the
meaning or what he reads; how expressively he reads to an
audience; and what type of reading he chooses when he is
permitted to select his own reading matter.
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The program tor teaching reading, therefore, must be
broad enough to include all phases ot what we call the
•1anguage arts;• which involve listening, speaking, and
writing, as well as reading.

Consequently, even though the

activities ot the program are designed to aid the pupil in
developing increased ability in reading, they must be integrated with other, equally important, activities which
are designed to enable him to discuss what he has read, to
select the important ideas, to recognize the significant
details, and to torm valid conclusions.

In other words,

reading is not an isolated activity; it is essential to the
broader activities or communication and thought, all or
these activities can only be performed in conjunction with

each other.

Th• first grade teacher is most active in offering
actual reading experiences to her children, but these activities must not begin and end in her classroom.

continue throughout the child's school lite.
receive valuable experiences through pictures

They should

For children
films, book s,

story-telling, dramatizations and talks by people who have
information to communicate.

Many investigators have made surveys in variously
situated schools to determine wl;Ly pupils who are poor readers
are still being advanced to the high school level.

Blame

tor the abundance of poor readers has been placed upon the

3

teachers in the elementary department, because those
teachers were expected to teach r~ading as a rormal course.

But such an allocatio~~of o~ame revbala precisely the attit~~e which we now recognize as rruitless ahd provln~lal.

Every t sacher·, in every depa.l"tmalit, sl..ould
reading, to some ext~ut.

iJ t-

a t eadit;L'

or

l.'he1·e is no course a student cau

1

take that does not involve 1·ca<l.ing.

.L'l..b stud~nt should

1

have all the f'u.Hdame.uta.ls or reading so well prac"tlced that
when he reacr.. ~s higll.

e~100.1

he

1n selecting materials to raad.

ILeeu

onJ..)' be given guidance

McKee 1·etera to "The

pei~ioci or establis:h.ing i•eacling power, with emphas1 a upon
the achievement of lndependtff.1.ce 1n word identification,
of a high degree or skill in word recognition, ot the attitude of Q~manding meaning, and of independence in coping
with meaning ditf1cult1ea .u 1
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of thie investigation is to develop a
program for reading in the first grade or Prairie View
Training School.
areas, namely:

This investigation involves three major
first, to present a brief background ot

the first grade pupils in Prairie View Training School;
second, to find out the needs of first grade pupils with
1. Paul McKee, The Teaching of Reading in the
Elementary School, pp. lJS-139.
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reapect to their preparation for learning how to read;
third, in the light or these findings, to develop a program for reading in the first grade in Prairie View Training School.
Purpose ot the Study
It 1s known that reading readiness (or being prepared and disposed to learn how to read) is not brought
about by the mere passage ot time.

It evolves basically

and ultimately with the very development or the child.
This development results from experience and expose her
pupils to planned and purposeful experiences cannot be
over-emphasized.

The teacher can help or hinder the child 1 s

disposition to learn reading by the type or readiness program she presents.
It 1s also known that a readiness program must be
geared to the interests, abilities and needs ot the children so that they can become adjusted to the program.
Therefore, these objectives are established:

(1)

To pre-

sent a background analysis ot first grade pupils of the
Prairie View Training School; (2)

Determine the needs for

a development program 1n the first grade of Prairie View
Training School; (3)

To set forth practical techniques

which will serve to prepare the child tor reading.
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Scope of Study
This study 1s limited to twenty-five pupils.

Eleven

were males and fourteen females, ranging from 6 to 9 years

ot age.

All of the boys and girls were enrolled 1n the

first grade in Prairie View Training School during the
school year of 1952-SJ.

The specific time period covered

by this study was from September 23, 1952, to August 2,

1954.

Included in this study are analysis or the problems

that confront the child who is just beginning to read, and
or the methods and materials to be used in a reading
devefopment program 1n the first grade •
. Source of Data
Information was secured from the following sources
for the purpose of studying the reading programs designed
tor first grade children:
(2)

(1)

Study of Pupil Background,

Tea cher's Reading Diagnostic Check Sheet,

ing Readiness Check Sheet, (4)

(3)

Read-

Gates Reading Readiness

Test, (5)

California Short Form Mental Maturity Primary

Test, (6)

Interviews, and investigations or various read-

ing programs.
Method or Procedure
To collect the pertinent data, 1t was necessary to
investigate each pupil's mental and social background.

The

6

California Short Form Mental Maturity Test, for example,
was administered early in the school year of 1952-53 to
determine each child's intelligence quotient and mental age.
Instructions in the test manuals were carefully studies and
followed.

Other check lists were u~ed to obtain informa-

tion concerning additional factors in the child's background,
such as his family, the occupational activities of hie
parents, etc.
Tabulation of each tee~ and investigation was made
on a number of large sheets of paper, to show any trends 1n
the data needed tor this study.
Definition of Terms
A Developmental Program is a program which extende
trom readiness activities in kindergarten and first grade
through high school, and perhaps even through junior college.1
Interest ~eadiness means a real desire to find out
what printed matter ~says,• a desire strong enough to lead
the child to overcome obstacles and resist discouragement.

Physical readiness means good general health, plus
the correction of any sensory or speech defect.

school readiness means the pupil's ability to fit into a group, to follow directions and to pay attention to

1.

David A. Russell, Children Learn to Read, p. 165.

7
it continually. 1
Language ~eadiness means an adequate amount or language concepts, plus considerable maturity in using sentences.
Word recognition means the identification of a word
by means or a content clue; or this term may be defined as
skill in the analysis of word forms.
Diasnosis means in this study, the determination or
the nature of a learning problem.
Readiness means physical, mental, and emotional preparedness for a given learning activity.
Reading, referring to the beginning stage of this
activity, means the recognition or

11

sounding-outn of words,

with tne result that a definite meaning is perceived. 2
Related Studies
There have been many similar studies or a developmental reading program.

They have attempted to explain,

briefly and simply, how the classroom teacher may detect ·
and classify the reading difficulties of children.
Durrell'e study3 showed that many confusions arise
1.
p . 40.

Edward William Dolch, Teaching Primary Readin5,

2. Definitions from Emmett Albert Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, pp. ?35-740.
J. Donald D. Durrell, acontusion in Learning,"
Elementary School Journal, Vol. 51 (May, 1951), p. 515.
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when the immature child is exposed to the mechanics of reading before he is ready to cope with its complexities.

These

confusions could be remedied by more efficiency in the reading readiness program.

Durell says further:

If the confusion produced by error leads to mental
blocking, additional confusion, discouragement,
withdrawal of attention, or to meaningless activity
induced by fear ot failure or ridicule, the child
often stays on the learning plateau for a long
time.l
Gates, 2 in a summary of hie studies of emotional and
personality problems in relation to reading disability,
states that emotional instability wa.s present in about 75
percent of retarded readers, but that in only about 19
percent of these cases was it found to be the specific
causes of the reading disability.

Emotional instability

was a contributing, but not necessarily a primary cause
of reading disability.
Rudisi11J reported a study of tne picture preferences
of children from kindergarten through grade six.

Because

color is costly in illustrations, she also directed her
study to find out how much importance children attach to
color.

She concluded that a picture is satisfying to chil-

dren in proportion to its realism.

Whether a picture is

1. Donald D. Durell, "Conf'usion in Learning,"
Elementary Scnool Journal, Vol. 51 (May, 1951), p. 515.
2. Arthur I. Gates, 1 The Role of Personality Maladjustment in Reading Disability," Pedagogical Seminary
and Journal Genetic Psychology, Vol. 39 (April, 1946) ,pp. 77-

BJ.

3. Mable Rudisill, "What Kind or Illustrations Most
Successfully Stimulate Children 's Reading Interests,"
Elementary Scnool Journal Vol. LII (April, 1954) pp . 444-451.
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colored or uncolored is less important than this element
of realism.
sione:

From her study she drew these further oonclu-

first, large pictures are generally more attractive

to fourth-graders than small pictures; second, pictures in
color are the most popular--even a slight use of color attracts more attention tnan a black-and-white drawing; third,
pictures presenting story-telling action are more likely to
stimulate reading interest than pictures shoWing pointless
action, or pictures snowing no action.
McDadel experimented witn the non-oral method or
teaching reading in the first grade and second grades.

By

tnis metnod, words were matched with objects, pictures and
actions.

Oral preparation preceded reading, but the pro-

nunciation of written words was avoided.
to •tnink" the meaning of words.

Pupils were urged

McDade 1 s objectives were

to prevent lip movement during silent reading, eliminate
inner speech, concentrate attention on meaning and increase
speed.
Buewe11 2 appraised the non-oral method by testing
children in grades three and six.

He compared reading scores

made by a non-oral group with scores made by a control group

I. James E. McDade, "Which Is Best for Teaching
Beginning Reading; the Non-Oral Method or the Oral Method,"
Journal of Educational Research, Vol. JO (March, 1937) ,
pp. 4S9- 503.
2. Guy Thomas Buswell, "Non-Oral Reading," Journal
of Educational Research, Vol . 60 (September, 1945), p. 85.
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taught by the oral method.

The non-oral group equalled the

oral group in every test.
Gray1 found a wide range in the average achievement
of classes, and of individuals within classes that follow a
given method.

He noted that reading progress is particular-

ly by the fact that certain children derive more benefit
from methods which are well suited to them than from other
methods.

Gray could find no

11

best method• for reading,

but he offered helpful suggestions from leaders in primary
education.
First, the reading program snould aid to develop the
child's total personality.

A teacher should be as in-

terested in a child's social progress during the program
as in the improvement ot the ch1ld 1 s vocabulary; second,
reading is only a part ot the communications program and
should be integrated with other language experiences;
third, the actual reading experience should not begin until
the child is mature enough to profit from instruction-a full program or readiness activities would bring greater
ach ievement, fourth, reading instruction should meet individual needs.

To realize these suggestions would require

a wide variety of daily activities and frequent work with
small groups and with individual children.
1. William s. Gray, 11 The Language Arts 1n Reading 11
The Implications of Research for the Classroom Teacher,
Joint Yearbook, American Educational Research Association
of the Department of Classroom Teachers, National Educational
Association, March, 1939, pp. 128-141.

11

Russell and Andersonl questioned a sampling of 110
reading specialists and found most of them in agreement concerning the desirability of the unit organization of
materials; equal division of content between fact and fiction; provision of manuals for teachers and vocabulary control at the rourth grade level.

Some specialists prescribe

vocabulary control past fourth grade, but others feel that
this would constrict originality of style.
The specialists in Russell's and Anderson's study

stress the importance of dictionary work and favor phonetic
analysis as a means of developing word power.

Less than

half of them favor the use of work-books.
Hester2 reports a study or the work

or

a first grade

teacher in an urban school 1n south Michigan.

The teacher

met the needs and interests of her children through invita-

tional reading classes.
Several centers of interest were organized in the
room.

~ttractive materials and modern equipment made the

claeeroom environment
groups were formed:

0

inviting 11 and enJoyable.

Three

one which concentrated on 1n1t1at1ng

reading readiness; another 1n which more advance readiness
work was done; and a th1rd 1n wh1ch tormal reading 1nstruc-

l. David H. Russell and Marion A. Anderson, •~lhat
are Current Recommendations About Basic Reading Programs in
Upper-Elementary Grades?• Elementary School Journal, Vol. 21
(Oct., 1945), pp. 81-88.
2. Kathleen B. Hester, •Every Child Reads 8uccesafully in a Multiple Level Program,w Elementary School ~ournal, Vol. 53 (Oct., 1952), pp. 86-88.
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tion was given.

The children were permitted to Join any or

all three groups and remain as long as they wished.

They

could leave when they felt like it, provided they found a
useful occupation elsewhere in the room.
Once a week, each child was given an opportunity to
retell a story which was written on the blackboard during
the course of a •sweep-check" vocabulary test .

The story

on the blackboard contained all the new words introduced
during the week.

The check was not compulsory, but it 1s

significant that after fourteen weeks of school, the pupils
who had no desire to look at a book in September were asking
for their turns to read or to tell about what they had read.
The results were gratifying.

Heeter reports that by

January every child was reading successfully at his particular level.

A child who had received a double zero in

the formal, standardized, reading class, would ask every
afternoon at dismissal time, "Do we have to go home now?"
Thie child, wn ose mental ability had been in doubt, had
developed into a well-adjusted boy who was reading suooessfully at the primer level. 1

1.

~ . , pp. 86-88 .
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Analysis or Findings

The Prairie View Training School has not made a
testing program a part of its school requirement.

Informa-

tion which might have been acquired from school records was
not available .

The conclusions or this study, therefore,

are not based upon such data.

The Gates Reading Readiness

Test and the California Mental Maturity Test are used to
support whatever observations were made.
The,!!!!! .2.!, Tests.

Educational tests, and the utili-

zation of the data they provide, have become almost universally identified with good teaching practioes.

In many

ways, teachers have always endeavored to measure their
ohildren•s progress toward an educational goal and to discover the strengths and weaknesses of their instruction.
Tables have been made showing the norms for the
various tests used.

The most commonly used units in which

to express the results of an intelligence test are Mental
.lge (M.A.) and Intelligence Quotient (I.Q.).l

1.
p. 298.

c. c.

Rose, Measurements in Today's Schools,

CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND STUDY OF FACTORS THAT RELATE TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF TtlE READING PROGRAM FOR THE FIRST GRADE
CHI LDREN IN PRAIRIE VIEW TRAINING SCHOOL
Location.

The Prairie View Training School is lo-

cated in Waller County, six miles east of Hempstead, in
that section of the state known as South Texas.
The Brazos River is a natural boundary between Waller and Austin Counties.

Both the Southern Pacific Rail-

road and United States Highway 290 and State Highway 96
serve this area, making transportation available and convenient a t all times.
There were, formerly, two elementary scnools in
this area:

one at Waller and the other at Prairie View.

The elementary school, located at P. V. formerly gave instruction to the cnildren of Wyatt Chapel, Waller, Hockley,
and Prairie View Communities, and to t n ose cnildren of the
Waller Community who were in grade five or higner .

The

one-room school at Waller formerly received the cnildren
of this community who were in grades one to four, inclusive .

I n September, 1952, consolidation brought together

all c hildren from Hockley, Waller and Harrie County,
The Prairie View Training Sch ool is twelve years
old .

Classes for the first gr a des are conducted in the

new elementary building, which was completed in September,

15
1952.

Grades eight through twelve are housed 1n the build-

ing on the western end of the campus, formerly used by the
elementary pupils.
Sources of Pupil Personal Data
Personal data for each pupil were obtained from interviews, from a study of the pupil 1 a background record,
trom his teacher and principal and from school records.
(see appendix).

When school began in September, 1952 there were twen-

ty-five girls and boys enrolled in the first grade of Prairie
View Training School.
fourteen girls.

Of this number, eleven were boys and

There were fourteen six-year-olds, nine

seven-year-olds, and two eight-year-olds.

They were, for

the most part, children of skilled, semi-skilled, and professional workers.
Table I shows, in tabular form, the number of boys
and g irls from each community, the age range, and the number of first grade children who lived in the rural communities.
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TABLE I

COMMUNITIES AND PUPILS PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY
Pla.ce

Boys

Girls

Total

Age Range (Yrs.}

Hockley

2

6

8

Prairie View

3

3

6

Wyatt Chapel

3

1

4

7-8 inclusive

Waller

3

4

7

6-7 inclusive

Total

11

l.4

25

6-7 inclusive

STATUS OF THE FAMILIES OF THE FOUR COMMUNITIES
~

'

Types 21. Homes.

A survey was made of the twenty-

two homes of the first grade children of Wyatt Chapel,
waller, Hockley, and Prairie View Communities.

The objec-

tives of this investigation were to determine the influence of various factors in the environment in which the
the children lived and to determine the influence of the _
children's parents.
The investigation showed that nineteen children came_
from homes in wh~cn, there was a small number of educational and cultural interests.

The rang e and volume of educa-

tional materials--magazines, newspapers, pictures, were en-

tirely too limited to broaden and enrich the children's cultural backgro und.

For example, the only periodicals found

were the Country Gentleman, True Confession,

Progressive

17
Farmer, and vari ous types of

11

comi cs . 11

It was evident that in sixteen of the homes ther e
were either ha.rd-working, financi ally harrased parents
who lacked the opportunity, or disinterested or disturbed
parents who lacked the inclination, to devote much time to
conversing with their children .

Consequently, these child-

ren were left to their own play devices , and were hurried
through meals and put to bed without having been exposed
to any beneficial language experience.
On the other hand, the six homes of the Prairie View
Comoun1ty had a total of six children who were well cared
for by their parents.

Stories were told to them, and their

favorite rhymes and poems were read.

These stories and

poems, furthermore, were reported continuously.
were interpreted .

Pictures

These were homes where mothers and

fathers discussed daily occurrences with their· children,
and patiently answered, over and over again , the endless
11

whys ,

11

"what- fora,

n

II

supposes, 11 and

II

ifs . 11

Poor housing conditions made it difficult, if not
impossible in some instances, to establish good health
habits .

The sixteen families of the Wyatt Chapel, Waller,

and Hockley Communities lacked adequate toilet facilities,
which certainly interfered with regular health habits .
Sleeping facilities were limited.

Children frequently

slept together- -as many as six in one bed in poorly venti-

lff

lated rooms.

Under such conditions, it would be a rare

child indeed who could get up in the morning feeling refreshed and ready for the day's activities.
This investigation further showed that these chil-

dren, living in inadequate houses, were more liable to
certain diseases and accidents than the six well-cared-for
children in the Prairie View Community.

Brittenl found

that children in the crowded homes were more susceptible
to such diseases as diptheria, mumps, measles, scarlet
fever, than ahildren in non-crowded homes, and at an earlier

age.

This resulted into a higher death rate for children

in adequate homes, since younger children do not have as
much resistance to disease as older children.
Table II presents the significant differences among
the homes of the four communities, referred to in the study.

1. R.H. Britten, "New Light On the Relation of
Housing to Health," American Journal of Public Health.
Vol. 32 (May 1942) pp. 193-99.
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TABLE II
TYPES OF HOMES IN THE FOUR COMMUNITIES

Communities

Two
Rooms

Three
Rooms

4

Prairie View
Waller

Four Five
Six None Total
Rooms Rooms Rooms Rooms

2

l

6

l

3

1

1

7

Hockley

2

1

2

5

Wyatt Chapel

1

1

l

1

6

z

4

2

2

Total

4
1

22

Average home-study conditions found to be tolerable
at best appeared to be growing worse.

This is particularly

true 1n rural communities where there are two-and three
room houses.

There are but six homes of the ones in the

survey, that can offer the children a quiet retreat for
study.

In most cases, as indicated in Table II, if study

is attempted at all, it must be done under conditions ot
distraction, poor lighting, and in poorly heated rooms.
Furthermore, constant distraction by one or another
form of entertainment, such as the radio, has added to the
general unwholesomeness of average home-study conditions today.

Consequently the tendency in the Prairie View Training

School has been to decrease sharply and in ~any cases wholly
to eliminate home-study because cf these and other factors.

or

the twenty-five homes covered by the survey, six
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were in the Prairie View Community, seven in Waller Community, five in Hockley Community and four in Wyatt Chapel
Community.

Of the six houses in the Prairie View

Communi-

ty, four were with bath, two beds, and contained three to
six in each family.

There was one six-room house with

bath, two beds and five in the family.
Two of the seven houses in Waller County had only
two rooms, one of these houses contained a family of twelve,
with three beds in which all twelve slept.
family of five in the other two-room house.
two beds and no bath.

There was a
This house had

Of the remainding five houses, there

were three with three ro oms, one of which had eight in

the family and two beds, another had six in the family
and three beds, another has four in the family and two beds.
Finally, there was one five-room house with ten in the
family, four beds, and no bath.
The four houses in Wyatt Chapel Community included
one three-room house with two beds, no bath and five in
the family; one four room house with three beds, no bath
and five in the family; one six-room house with three
beds, no bath and seven in the family; and one five-room
house with three beds, no bath and four in the family.
Of

the five houses studied in Hockley, two contained

three rooms.
beds.

One house had four in the family, with two

Another had five in the family with two beds.

The
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fifth house with six in the family, had six rooms, with
three beds.
Attendance.
dance.

Frequent absence means irregular atten-

Eight of the twenty-five children studied were sel-

dom absent, whereas seventeen were absent a good deRl of the
time.

Frequent absence interferes seriously with progress,

for when a child returns to school after having been absent,
he is faced with the additional problems of readjustment,
and must take up the work he missed if he is to keep pace
with his class.

Unless he receives sufficient explana-

tion of the lessons he missed, he is unable, by hie own
efforts, to understand them clearly.

When he does not

understand these lessons, he slips behind and becomes discouraged.

If, as a result, he does careless work, he forms

careless habits.
Absenc e from school on the part of the sixteen children created extra work for the teacher.

She had to give

a great deal of time and attention to ascertain their needs.
Consequently, considerable time and effort was necessary to
provide differentiation in instruction to meet these needs,
through the assistance of college student teachers.
Table III presents the major results of the attendance record of the twenty-five children enrolled in the

r1rat grade class of Prairie View Training School.
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TABLE III
ATTENDANCE RECORD OF THE TWENTY-FIVE CHILDREN ENROLLED IN
THE FIRST GRADE OF PRAIRIE VIEW TRAINING SCHOOL IN
1952-19.53
PU]2i1

Af;r.e

Present

Absent

1

7
7
6
6

163
137

7

15§

17
43
45
49
19

2

i

g
7

6
6
7

9

?
6

8

10
11
12

i4
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

~4
25

6
6
6
6
6
7
7
6
6
6

7
6
8

7
8

135
131
161

16
163
17 .
174
178
178
141
152
171
171
162
176
170
175
165
179
109
175
140

22½

151·
16t
12
6
2
2

39
28

9
9
18
4
10
5
15
1

71

5

40

Percentage of Ab .

10.4

31.3
33.4
37 .

11.7
14.2
9 .4
10.0
7 .0
3.4
1.1
1.1
27.1
18.4

5.3

5,3
11.1
2.3
4·8
.8
8.4
.6
65.1
2.8
28.5

The aggregate total of days present for the twentyfive children in the first grade in Prairie View Training
School, during the nine school months of 1952-1953, was

4078; the aggregate total of days absent, during the se~e
period

was 422.

In other words, there was an approximate

average of one absence every ten days for each child.
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These figures make it clear that because of frequent absence, the teacher was continually forced to spend a good
deal of her time in explaining previous lessons to the children who had missed them.
Parente were asked to encourage their children to
attend school regularly.

Irregular attendance has been one

of the major problems of the Prairie View Training School,
consequently, the pa.rents were advised that frequent or
long absences from school would definitely obstruct progress.
The children who were absent would miss valuable experiences shared by the rest of the group.

Recreational Activities.

A study was made of the

recreational activities of the four communities whose children are enrolled in the Prairie View Training School.

Ao-

cording to this study, the home is the ch ief place in
which time is spent.

However, in Prairie View Community,

other types of recreation--such as motion pictures,_
theatres, dances, school ~arties--are provided for young
people of all ages.

In the Wyatt Chapel, Waller, and

Hockley Communities, there are indications that the church
is making an attempt to provide for the recreational life
of its young people.

Church suppers, parties, and seasonal

festivities are very popular, as are other church program.
Religious Activities.

The families of the four

communities are of several religious denominations.

In
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the three other communities, religious services are provided by the Baptist, Methodist and Sanctified Churches .
In these three communities a few parents take their
children to church and Sunday school, but most of the children are eent alone.

There are two families who do not at-

tend either church or Sunday school.

In a study of children of tilfferent degrees of intelligence and from different environments, Lehman and

Wittyl found that the dull pupils showed more interest in
religious activities, such as "playing" Sunday school, than
the bright ones did .

They also attended Sunday school and

church more frequently than the bright pupils.
Occupations~ the Parente.

From the personal deta

sheet for each pupil (see appendix) and from an interview
with the p~renta of pupil, it was found that in sixteen
families the p~re nts are either skilled or unskilled workers.
In six families the p arents are engaged in the professions;
these families live on the campus, not by choice but because it is necessary for them to be near their work.
Six families have incomes which are sufficient by
far
work.

so that the mother of each family does not have to
Therefore, when the children of these families re-

turn from school, their mothers are at home to receive them.
1. H. C. Lehman and P. A. Witty, 11 .l Study of Play in
Relation to I ntellisence." American Journal Psychology,
Vol. 40 (May, 1928}, pp. 449-457.
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Children who must spend long hours a lone while both their
parents are at work are deprived, during those hours, of
love and security which the home should provide.

Of the

twenty-five children whose p ersona l background was studied,
few have a "dwelling place," a home which is safe, san1tar7 , and wholesome, and which provides reasonable fac111t1es for privacy.

In the sixteen f a milies of Wyatt Chapel, Waller, and
Hockley, both parents worked.

The children of these fami-

lies do not come to school with a background of wholesome

and rewarding e.xperiences, for they must spend much of
their time separated from their parents.

The background

that is so essential to education must, in the case of
these children , be supplied by the s chool before the school
can really begin its work.

It is clear , then that the kind

of occupations 1n which the parents engage have a profound
effect on the educa tion~l and social b a ckground of the children.

Table IV shows the occupational groups of the four

commun1 ties.

The VT. R. B "'

Library_,.
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TABLE IV
OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS OF THE FOUR COMMUNITIES

Proress1onal
Teachers

male
female

Army orr1cer

No.

Skilled

No. Sem1-s.k1lled

~

No.

male
Farmer f'emale

9
9

Electrician 1

Day Laborers

6

Industry

Domestic housekeeper
6

1

Carpenter

2

l

1

Dress maker J
Total

Educational Background

JO

6

7

52.!

~

Families.

In the twen-

t1-two ram11.1es whose educational background was 1nvest1gated (see Table V), there were but s1x rathere and one ruother
who were college graduates.

Three mothers attended high

school and three attended college wlthout earning a degree.
Twenty parents attended elementary acnool.

There were six

fathers and f1ve motners wno could neither read nor write.
The findings of the study showed that the training
of the parents determined to a great extent, the kind ot
reading material tound in the home.

The educational back-

ground or the parents, therefore, is still another factor
in the home environment which affects the child's growth
and development with respect to reading readiness .
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Similarly, the amount o~ reading done in the home has
s.n e:ffect on the child 1 s disposition to 1.earn how to road.

It is undoubtedly true that children reared in a home where
there is a rich cultural background are mo1·e likely to have
better attitudes toward reading--more curloe1ty about books

and literature--than those whose home is deficient in this

respect.
A

father and mother who set an example of intensive

reading help the child immeasurably.

In such an environ-

ment the child develops a deep interest in understanding
reading materlal.
TABLE V

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF THE PARENTS

OF

THE PUPILS

Male

Female

Total

6

1

7

Attended College

3

3

High School.

2

2

Education
College Graduate

Elementary School

10

10

20

Attended no School

6

5

11

22

21

43

Total

Magazines~ Newspapers.

The magazines and news-
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papers are popular forms of reading matter.

It has been

found that more time is spent 1n reading magazines and newspapers than in reading books.

Mothers generally read more

of this material than fathers.
"Comics" are found in many homes.

As a matter of

fact, many pa.rents enjoy reading "comics• no less than
their children enjoy listening to them.
Of the twenty-two families studied, only twelve subscribed to newspapers and thirteen to magazines.

Only one

family had a library of any considerable size .
The figures in Table VI show how much more popular
newspapers, magazines and •comics" are, among these families, than books.

It is clear that the reading material

available in moat or the families is not of the sort that

enables the children to cultivate a taste or an appreciation for literature.
However, the importance of newspapers to the development of reading readiness should not be overlooked.

The

reading material in newspapers has an urgency and immediancy which would certainly arouse the child's desire to
understand printed matter.

In this connection, it is sig-

nificant that newspapers were found in only 12 of the 22
families, whereas the "comics" were found in 19 families.
In the case or magazines, the situation was similar.
zines were found in only 13 of the homes .

Maga-

These figures
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make it clear that once again, most of the families do not
present adequate reading material to their children.
TABLE VI
BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS FOUND IN THE HOME

Communities

Families

Library Magazines Comics

News12a12ers

6

6

6

Prairie View

6

Hockley

7

4

6

6

Wyatt Chapel

5

4

4

2

Waller

7

5

5

l

19

19

12

Total

22

l

1

In 1954, W1tty 1 found that •comics• were more popular among Negro children than whites.

This, they e:xpla1ned,

may be due to the fact that Negro pupils have less access to
good reading material than do the whites and that the average Negro home has :fewer interesting books and fewer funds
with wn1ch to buy books.
Carr 2 found that tnere are both advantages and disadvantages to the •comics."

On the one hand, comics often

1. P.A. Witty, and D. More, "Interest in Reading
the Comics Among Negro Children." Journal of Educational
Psychology (Nov. 1945) Vol. 36, pp. 303- 308 .
2. Constance Carr, •What are the Comics Doing to
Our Children?" Elementary English, (Apr. 1951), Vol. 39,
pp. 194-200.
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take the place of more desirable reading matter.

Further-

more, the "comics" present situations which are unrealistic
and values which are false.

Finally, the art involved is

of poor quality.
On the other hand, some authorities claim that
give the retarded reader something he enjoys.
tarded reader follows the text of the
least some practice in reading.

II

0

comice 11

And if the re-

comics," he gets at

Also, "comics" often per-

mit an insecure child to experience a sense of adventure and
release

from tension.
One may conclude that

11

comics 11 are not harmful to a

well-BdJusted child who also reads wnolesome books and
periodicals.

However, exceseive reading of 1'oomics II may

hinder the development not only of the child 1 s reading
ability, but also of h is total personality as well.
Ty-pea of Transportation and Communication.

Table VII

shows what means of transportation and communication were
found in the families of the four communities.

Eight fami-

lies had telephones, eighteen had radios, eight had television sets, six had typewriters and seventeen had cars.
Ten bicycles and tricycles were owned by children of seven
families.
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TABLE VII
MODERN MEANS OF COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPORTATION
USED BY THE FAMILIES

Items

Frequency Found

Telephones

8

· Rad1os

18

Typewriters

6

Telev1s1ons

8

Automobiles

17

Bicycles and Tricycles

10

The preoccupation or chi1dren with the radio, television set, movies, and

11

comice 11 ha.a caused much parental

and professional concern in the last decade.

Children 1n-

e1st upon listening to tne r adio or watcning television
when they ought to be doing their work, and this situation

is growing worse.
For example, eighteen ramilies have r Bdioe whereas
only one has a library.

It is hardly to be contested that

this situation 1s not condueive to the development of reading readiness in the cn1ldren.

What 1s alarming 1s not that

the r adio has become so popular (it is certainly desirable
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that each family have one), but that books have fallen into
such disuse partly as a result of the radio's popularity.
The passive enjoyment a child gets from listening to the
radio tends to make him lose interest in learning how to
read.

For learning how to read requires concentration and

hard work on the part of the child.

It is much easier and

more immediately enjoyable, to listen to the radio .
Educational Factors of The Pupils in This Story
Standardized Tests are useful to the teacners in
tne program for determining the abilities of each child.
The first grade teacher should make use of these tests,
since their results are meaningful, uniform, and valid.
The following tests were administered to the children of
the first grade in the Prairie View Training Scnool:
(1)

Gates Reading Readiness Test; (2)

California Short

Form Mental Maturity Test .
Table VIII (the results of the California Snort
Form Mental Maturity Teet), shows the intelligence quotients of the twenty-five childr en studied.
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TABLE VIII
RESULTS OF THE CALIFORNIA SHORT FORM MENTAL MATURITY
TEST

Pupils
Number

l
2

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Chronological
Age

6-4
6- 2
6-5
6-11

6-5

6-4
6-3

Mental
Age

9-0

9-7

8-6
8-11

8- 5
9-7

'/-4

9- 0
10-0
8- J

102
104
88

7- 3

5-0

b-8

6-5
6-7

7-9
9-.5

9-l.

5- 9

16

7-7
7-3

19

7-5

21
22
23

7--4
8-4
8-11

25

7-4

20

24

lOt

7-9

6- 2

.5-10

17
18

10.5
100
104
103
lOJ
l04
104
lOl
102
101:
101
97
1.0J

b-5

8-6
l0-3
ll-4

b-5

15

Intelligence
Quotient

6-4

'/-l

7-3

b-4

5-8

8-1
'/-7

4-8

4-10

82

99

81
82
101

90

75

70

Range in I. Q. 70-105
Range in Mental Age 4-10 - 11--4
Range in Chronological Age 6-2 - 8-11
The I. Q. 1 s ot the ch1ldren ranged from ·10 to 10,5.
Beginning with the lowest I. Q., the record went as follows:
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70, 77, 80, 82, 84, 105.

Some of the pupils had the same

I.Q., and there were a few gaps in the series.

However,

there were twelve different I.Q!s in a possible total of
twenty-five.

These twelve different I.Q. 1 s could, ot

course, be plotted into a graph.

But grouping fairly simi-

lar I.Q. 1 s into one range makes tne data more convenient
to handle and interpret.

It is evident that the pupils of

the Prairie View Training School compose a heterogenous
group .
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RESULTS OF THE GATES READING READINESS TEST GIVEN TO THE
FIRST GRADE CHILDREN IN PRAIRIE VIEW TRAINING .SCHOOL
Picture
Pu}21.l Direction

l

2

4

20

14

62

100

J6

18

20
18
20
16
19
17
18
17
20
20

14

62
61

100

35
35

34

7
8
9
10
11
12

35
35
34
34

35

30

5g

17
16
18

17

18
16
18
18
15
17

17

14

15

15
16

33

34

18
17
16

18

32
25
33
32

17
12
12

17

19

20
21
22
23
24
25

Percentile

l.8

32
16

tl

Ave.

36

.5
6

Word
Word-Card Rhym- Letters
Matching Maten.ins_ JM and No. 1 e

30

32
20

26

33

18

9
10
10

12

17

16
16
17

13
14
11

1~

13

12

13

13
11

14

12
9

18

12
8
10
7
10

16

11

17
14

18

19

9

13

8

14
14
11

15
16

.5

9

15

14
61
37
62

59
58
48

61
60

55
53
60

34
48

97
96
96

94 ·
93
93
93
93

91
90
89
87

85
85

57
57

83
82
81

41

72
59
59

61
37
39
35
4-2

~473

37

44

During the f 1rst of the school yea:r Gates Reading
Readiness Test was given to all of the twenty-five child-

ren in Prairie View Training School.

When the teat re-

sults was reported, 1t was found that R.B. who represented
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number 1 in the Table had obtained an average percentile
score of 100 on the teat, which was exceptionally good.
Since R.B.'s birth date is March 2, 1945, his chronological
age was seven years old at the time of the test.
R. B. was then given the California Mental Maturity
Teet and the results place his I.Q·. at 104.

Since R.B.

rated above average on the Gates Reading Readiness Test,
it appears evident that R. B. is capable of doing very
satisfactory work.

The teacher knows that many factors on

achievement, other than the Gates Reading Readiness Test
may affect achievement, but if R. B.'s work is below average the teacher will feel sure that explanation lies in

some area other than that of ability.
R. B. comes from a large family that lives in the
community adjoining the campus.

His mother is a college

graduate, but his father has only an elementary school
training.

His father does not believe in sending his child-

ren to school.

Therefore, R. B. was seven years old upon

entrance to the first grade.

It may also be pointed out

that below average came from homes that where parents
work hard and are unable to devote much time toward a
wholesome companionship.
In conclusion, 1t is desirable to stress the importance of considering the results of the Gates Reading
Readiness Test and the California Short Form Test of Men-
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tal Maturity as an important part of the first grade child's
total cumulative record.

When these tests were added to

their record many interrelationships and combinations of
data in a single cumulative record became possible.

As

the teacher studies these relationships, a living growing
individual emerg es.

Thus, the tests will help the teacher

to see tnese individual children more clearly.
The Gates Reading Readiness Tests are designed to
test the degree to wh ich a child is ready to learn to read
and also to determine his strength and weakness in each of
several important abilities involved in learning to read.
The Gates Rea ding Readiness Test consists of an
eight-page booklet in which are printed materials for the
following teats:
(J) Word-Card;

(1) Picture Direction; (2) Word Matching ;

(4) Rhyming; (5) Letters and Numbers.

One

set of flash cards is needed to give the word-match ing
test.l
These five sub-tests make up the battery.

They

measure a variety of traits and achievement of school beg inners related to general readiness for first instruction.
A composite or average of the scores from the several

sub-tests comprising the whole teat is the best score to

l. Arthur I. Gates, Manual of Directions for Gates
Primary Reading Test, New York: Bureau of Publication,
Teacher's College, Columbia University, 1939, p. 1.
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use for determining the stage of readiness at wnich the
pupil has arrived .

Th is composite score may be used to

decide whether the pupil is ready to begin the regular program used in the school, to estimate hie probable success
if he has already started reading, to decide whether further prelimentary work should be provided before beginning,
and to arrange

14

ability grouping 11 w1 thin a class, and other

forms of classification .

A composite score, however, gives

only general information about the pupil's reading readiness.
It is not otherwise diagnostic.
The Gates Reading Readiness Tests nave been developed
for the additional purpose of providing a score in each of
the several highly important abilities upon Which learning
to read depends.

For each child the teacher may obtain a

score for each of the abilities which may be directly compared with the others.

Thus she can tell whetner he is

very weak, average, above average, or very superior in
each of these abilities .

Thie makes it possible for her

to adjust her instruction to the abilities and needs of
the individual child.l

1.

Ibid
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Discovering the Needs of the Pupils
A study was made on tne needs of the children in
the Prairie View Training School.

In this study the inves-

tigator was concerned with the growth needs or the whole
child:
1.

Physical factor; conditions as related to read-

ing readiness.
2.

Social adjustment as related to reading readiness.

3.

Needs growing out of emotional development.

Physical Factors Affecting Reading Readiness
The children of the four communities were of average
health.

There have been very few serious epidemics in the

last few years, except for a few cases of mumps, measles,
and chicken pox.
The boys and girls of the first grade were checked
at tne hospital for height and weight .

Table X shows the

height and weight of the girls of the first grade in
Prairie View Training School.
Hurlockl reported that the average baby weighs, at
birth, from o to 8 pounds.

A child ot six should weigh

from 35 to 40 pounds.

l. Elizabeth B. Hurlock, Child Development,
ton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1942.

Apple-
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TABLE X
RECORD SHOWING HEIGHT AND WEIGHT OF FIRST GRADE GIRLS

Heights,
inches

Average weight
for height, pounds

6
Years

7

Total

Years

47

43

1

1

4-8

49

l

l

49

50

2

2

50

51

1

l

50

50

1

1

51

5.5

52

.52

52

.54

1

1

53

63

1

1

54

53
56

.54
Total

l

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

9

J

14

According to Hurlock, 1t would app~ar that each or

the six year old girls tabulated shows from seven to fourteen pounds overwe1ght. 1

Table XI shows the height and

weight of the eleven first grade boys studied.

l.

Ibid. , p . 141.
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TABLE XI
WEIGHT AND HEIGHT OF BOYS OF THE FIRST GRADE

Height in

inches

Average weight
for height, lbs.

6
7
Years Years

8
Years

Total
1

45

46

47

41

48

41

1

1

49

49

1

1

50

56

1

1

51

'+9

1

1

51

54

1

1

.52

b5

1

1

.53

6J

1

1

1

1

5

Total

9

Mered1thl found that boys in the United States today are 12 to 1.5 percent heavier than boys ofhalf-century
ago .

Boys whose parent s are unskilled or semi-skilled

workers weigh, roughly, three pounds less than boys whose

parents are in the professions .

l.

Meredith cited, in expla-

H. V. Meredith, " Status and Weight of Children

in the United States, 11 American Journal of· Child D1eci,P.11ne,
Vol . 62 (May, 1941) pp . 909- 932 .
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nation ot' this difference in weight, the differences in
diet, housing condltions, health practices and occupational demands between the two groups.
However, the differences which Meredith discusses do
not seem important in the case of the eleven boys studied.
For each of the six yea:r old boys, according to Hurlock,
either at his proper weight or from one to 16 pounds overweight.1

If any of the boys were substantially underweight,

it would be in order to compare their height and weight
figures with the occupational ba~kgrounda of their parents.
Dental Care:
begins to lose his
teeth.

A

When a child reaches school age, he
11

baby teeth" and to grow his permanent

child usually has two to three permanent teeth

by the time he is six.

Teeth grow in such a way that

biting and gr1nding can be performed.

When the position

of the teeth is faulty, these functions are impaired.
As shown in Table XII, seven children had teeth in
good condition, wnile the remaining eighteen needed dental care and treatment .

1.

Ibid., p. 33.
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TABLE XII

REPORT ON DENTAL EXAMINATION OF THE FIRST GRADE CHILDREN
PuEil
l
2

Hygenic Condition
of the Mouth
C

1 dental carie

C

J dent al cari ea
2 crooked teeth,
lower front
No caries, one
tooth missing
2 dent·a.1 caries
5 dental caries
5 dental caries, two
root tips (back and
front)
No dental caries
4 dental caries
4 dental c~.ries, two
unerupted teeth
No dental caries
4 dental caries, two
unerupted teeth
No dental caries
No dental caries
dental
caries
5
2 dental caries
No dental caries
No dental caries
4 dental caries
No dental caries
No dental caries
5 dental caries
Extremely good dental hygiene, no dental caries
8 dental caries, need
low CHO diet
2 dental caries

3

C

4

B

5

D
C
D

6

7
8
9
10

B

11
12

C
C

13
15
16
17

C

C

B

14

A-

18
19
20
21
22

B

B
B clean
B
D

AB

23

D
A

24

D

2.5

C

CODE:

Condition of Teeth

The hyg ienic condition of the mouth is reported in
the following code:
A, excellent; B, good ; C, fair; D, poor.
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Dental caries, the result of decay, begin as minute
specksJ and if neglected, spread and destroy large portions

or the teeth.
Visual Defects.

The Physician checked the children's

eyes for possible defects.

The well-known Snellen Letter

Chart was used to test the twenty-five children.
Twelve children had normal rating of 20/20.

Five

children had a rating of 20/25, which means that while
they could read at 20 feet, their visual acuity was slightly below normal.

The teat could not be given to four of

the children because of their inability to read the letters
on the chart.

Therefore, the physician was unable to

determine tne condition ot their vision.
The test was given to estimate each child's visual
condition.

Thus, she was able to determine at what dis-

tances each child could read and see clearly the visual symbols on blackboards, bulletin boards and cnarts, and on the
printed pages of books.

Betts1 reports, "Eighty percent

of the six year old children are normally tar-sighted;
that is, they have snort or immature eyeballs."
nation of the parts

or

Coordi-

the eye, necessary for the precep-

tion of fine details in order to discriminate between word
forms, is not fully developed.

1•

.Q.12.. Cit., p. o of Chapt. I.

Hearing is almost as important as vision in learning how to read.

Furthermore, hearing is part of the equip-

ment with wnich one keeps in touch with people and events.
Poor hearing, thererore, makes a child seem dull, inattentive and withdrawn.

This, in turn, may lead to serious emo-

tional disturbances, poor school work and speech defects.
Impaired hearning may be either -temporary or permanent .

Temporary loss or impairment of hearing is common

among school children.

It is frequently caused by an ac-

cumulation of ear wax, or by the common cold which temporarily causes obstruction in the passages that lead from
the t.nroat to the middle ear.
The cnildren were given the "watch test" and ft was
found tnat all of them could hear at a given distance.

This

test was used not only to discover early hearing defects,
but also to arouse the children's interest in the care of
ears 2nd in the practice of seeking medical attention when
required.
Social Factors Affecting Reading Readiness
The child's family life determines, to a great extent, now much he participates in school and community activities.

If the child's parents are friendly and under-

standing, he is likely to expect other persons to be the
same.

He tnereby gains confidence in him_self, particular-

ly 1n his ability to get along with others.
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When parents and teachers plan with the child
-

rather than

J

1:.2!: him, and give him a voice in family and

classroom affairs, he develops an appreciation for democratic ways of solving problems and learns to get along
with others .

Thus, the scnool child learns to settle his

own difficulties, and disagreements without adult help .

Of course, parents should retain their supervisory role .
They should prevent narm and unfair play from coming to the
'

child.
Courtesy and Friendliness.
ways to make friends.

Children have several

They learn now to choose their

friends at an early age, particularly when they realize
that children as well as adults, have good and bad qualities.
Children need both adult and their own age-mates as
friends.

With companions from both groups, they can bet-

ter adjust themselves t"o meet life 1 s problems.
a sense of security.

They gain

Parente can encourage their children

to make friends by welcoming other children to their homes
and allowing them to play.
Potashin1 says, 11 A cnild 1 s choice of friends and
close associ~tes naturally must depend to a large degree
upon who is available."

Wnen cnildren pick their friends,

1. R. Potashin, •A Sociometric Study of Cnildren•s
Friendships," Journal of Genetic Pay., Vol. 9 (June, 1940),
pp. 48-70.
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the ones they pick are likely to use the same playground,
attend the same school, and be in the same class.
Only by intelligence and understanding on the part
of the parents can a child's emotional needs be satisfied.
Unintelligent or careless parents are incapable of satify-.
ing these needs.

All children want to feel they "belong."

All children want to attain success Pnd security, and the
first condition of security is love.l
In families where both parents work, less time can
be devoted to training or encouraging the children than in
families where only one parent works.

Furthermore, this

study has found that husbands do not take sufficient interest in their homes .
There are other factors which tend to aggravate,
rather than satisfy, the child 's emotional needs.

For

example, the families generally increase every year or
two.

In three of the communities there are few, if any,

social activities in which the family can participate.
Dissatisfied with such an environment, and with a large
family to take care of, the mother often suffers emotional
disturbances herself .

The cnildren in these cases, are

jealous of each other and crave attention and e.ffection.

1.

I.

s.

Foster, 11 A Study of Personality Make-Up
and Social Setting of Fifty Jealous Children," MQntal
Hygiene, Vol. 11, (April, 1927 ) pp . 53-77.
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Their Jealousy usually takes the form of quarreling,
"telling t ales 11 about each other, gossiping, and making
fun of others.
It was evident from observation tnat the first
grade children in the Prairie View Training School preferred to cling together in groups according to the different communities from which they came.
When a child is always prevented from doing what he
wants to do, he gives up and feels guilty or inferior.
Parents and teachers should guide against these undesirable
emotional reactions by accepting the cnild on his own
level and expecting no more of him than he can give .

CHAPTER III
PROVISIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIRST GRADE
A good adjustment to school by the child is a prereading need whicn must be satisfied before all others.
When a child enters school, he enters a new world.

Every-

thing is atrange--the teacner, the room, the children, the
very classroom atmosphere itself.

Some children, in this

strange new world, become tense and nervous; others release
the1r pent-up emotions in tears.
According to Russell,l

11

parents can make an impor-

tant contribution to the development to a good reading program.

Their contribution comes through background exper-

iences rather than instruction in specific techniques."
The special program of readiness training for the
twenty-five children was directed toward the attainment
of the following objectives:
1.
ity:

To develop physical, social and emotional matur-

for example; self'-confidence, personal independence,

and the ability to get along with a group.
2.

To promote language ability through an adequate

speaking and listening vocabulary and through a background
of concepts and in:f'ormation essential to understanding

1.

David H. Russell, .QJ2. Cit., p. 5, Chapter I.
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first grade reading materials.

J.

To develop the essential techniques and skills

necessary for reading, such as auditory and visual discrimination, motor coordination, orientation to the printed
page, directional senses and ability to think clearly .
4.

To make each child feel happy and secure in

achoo].

5.

To create a school environment conducive to

learning, in which the children could move about freely
and have interesting classroom materials at their disposal .
6.

To make success possible for each child by allow-

ing for individual differences in grouping, differentiation of goals and standards of achievement .

7.

To determine and evaluate each child's progress

in growth and reading readiness, and in subsequent achievement in reading.
Six children from Prairie View, however, had attended nursery school in that community, where they felt they
were an integral part of the scnool.

Many things about

the Prairie View Training School were already familiar to
them.

They were used to working with groups of children.

They regarded the teachers as just another friend to whom
they could look for guidance in their work and play.
The moat important thing for the first grade teacher
to do 1s to make the children feel at home in their new
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surroundings.

This is particularly necessary when the

children have not attended kindergarten or nursery school.
One way is to display around the room such familiar paraphernalia such as building blocks, pa.per, crayons and
paints.
ren.

These suggest delightful experiences to the child-

In the case of the twenty-five children of tnis study,

a pet dog, who needed to be watched and cared for, quickly
made the children feel at home in their new environment.
Development of good work nabits is essential to
progress in school.

All of the children in this study

snowed a marked deficiency in those disciplines, habits,
and attitudes which must be developed before study can
begin:

self-control, attentiveness, ability to remember

tnings, and to respond with reasonable speed.

A period

of orientation and guidance was necessary for the development of these work habits.
The children had to leorn to work independently for
increasingly longer periods of time.

They had to learn to

work in groups, without being disturbed by the others and
without any disturbances by tnemselves .

It was also

necessary to teach the children how to use school equipment, such as crayons, pencils, chalk, scissors, papers,
and books.

The children needed help in learning how to

complete a task.

They would often quit the simplest task.
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The relat1ve maturity of the children was made evident by their prompt development of desirable work habits
and the ability to bring simple activities to completion.
Dolch1 describes school readiness as having at least three
characteristics:

(1) fitting into a group of children ;

(2) following the teacher's directions; and (3) paying
continual attention to the task at hand .

He further states,

"It 1s 1n not developing the habit or continuous attention that we most deeply rail in developing school readiness. 112

Activities to broaden underst~ndtng comprised one
of the main features ot the readi•neas program.

These

activities were des1gned to augment the child's experiences so as to make clearer to him baste concepts about
words and ideas.

Many studies and eval uations have shown

the fundamental relationship between a rich, varied background of experience and successful reading.

As Paul

McKee says:

There can be no reading without meanings. And
there can be no mean1ngs unless the reader has
accumulated a wealth or concepts and experiences
with wh1ch to inter pret the symbols he sees 1n
wr1ting and print. Consequently, whatever can
be done to provide the prospective reader with

l.
2.

Edward W. Dolch, .QE..
Ibid., p . 53.

ill•,

Chapter I, p . 6 .

•
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important experiences is essential to adequate
preparation for reading.I
The stories in the pre-primers and primers used in
the Prairie View Training School were carefully studied, to
determine whether the children had the background and information to understand those stories.

As shown below,

the children understood only those stories that related
exreriences with wh ich they were familiar.

Consequently,

reading exercises as well as all otn er scnool activities
was based on that accumulation of ttconcepts and experiences"
to which McKee refers.
Parent and Home Cooperation.

Understanding and

cooperation by parents is essential to the development of
reading readiness.

Much of the child's progress depends

upon the attitude and sympathy or his parents.

For this

reason, there was an attempt, soon after this study began
to make the parents realize how they could help or hinder
their children.

The parents were shown why they could not

Judge them according to the traditional expectations of
first graders.

Hefferman explains very lucidly why this

should not be done:
The demand of our culture will weigh more heavily
on the six y ear old than on any other age group.
For generations the age of six has meant the beginning of school. The beginning of school has

1. Paul G. McKee , The Teaching of Reading in the
Elementary School, p. 100

meant rea~ing, writing, and arithmetic. School
tor the six year old has often meant arbitrary
grade standards and expectations. Adults have
evaluated the six yee:r old largely on the basis
of his academic acc omplishments.l
In many school_s, a bitter sense of failure is keenly felt by the six year old who cannot read several primers
and pre-primers when he is in the :first grade, or who cannot
write his name and numbers.

If he does not pass from first

to second grade, he feels, even more bitterly, that his
parents have rejected him. 2
Few experiences in a child ' s life are more difficult to bear than f a ilure in school.

There are studies

which show that failure actually causes regression.3
Children often fall back to an earlier, less mature, level
of behavior when they fail .

Some develop a general antago-

nism toward school work if they persistently fail in tasks
which are too difficult for them .

Nothing is more exces-

sively demanding than to expect all first grade children
to be able to write numbers from one to fifty or a hundred.

Yet that is what many parents and teachers expect.

Too much pressure has been put on children to make academic progress and to meet rigid standards.

The parents were asked for their cooperation in
1. Helen Hefferman, Editor, Guiding the Young Child,
(prepared by a committee of the California Scnool Supervisors Association) Boston: D. C. Heath and Co . ) Vol. 18,
1950, pp. 244-246 .
2 . Reff erman, ,Q;Q . ill•, p. 244-246.
J
Lillian Orme, "Building Readers for Reading for
First Gr~de Children by Means of Spurt Instruction. 11 Unpublished Master's Thesis, University of Kan . , 1952.
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helping the children build good habits of cleanliness , nutrition and other phases of health and safety .
would be set which the children could not reach.

No standard
For

example, the children were to be urged to keep clean at
school, not penalized if they failed to keep clean.

They

were cautioned to have their hands clean, not censured for
coming to school with clean hands, especially when their
parents had not taken any responsibility in this matter .
Enriching the Child's Experiences
Experiences through excursion and field trips enabled
the children in the program to understand more clearly the
stories and pictures they were to encounter as the program
developed.

These tripe, as snown below, gave the children

new insights into everyday experiences and thereby helped
develop reading readiness.

The importance of direct ex-

perience to reading readiness cannot be overstated.
In the readiness program there was a great deal of
emphasis on "building experiences, 11 both real (direct or
first-hand, such as trips and excursions) and vicarious
(indirect, such as are found in stories and motion pictures).
The children had opportunities to learn through trips
and excursions.

When the children in the program first

entered school, most of the trips were indoors--to the
principal's office, ice cream stand and around the build-
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1ng.

During the first week of school, the children were

also taken to the playground.
After four or five weeks o~ school, trips were made
beyond the immediate area.

These trips were to a nearby

Super Market, fire station and service station.
also a visit to the garden.

There was

These farther trips made the

child's interests broadened beyond their immediate environment .
Enriching the Child 1 s experiences through story-telling and poems.

Stories and poems have definite places in

the readiness progre.m.

For no such program can be com-

plete unless it included literature for the children.
11

story hour 11 is set aside each day.

A

Many stories are read

to the children, but a few are told and retold until all
the children ~ow and enjoy them so well they become literary possessions.
are:

11

Some possible examples of these stories

The Three Bears, 11

Ginger Bread Boy,a

11

11

The Three Little Pigs, 11

11

The

Peter Rabbit," "Snow White and the

Seven Dwarfs, 11 and "Jack and the Beanstalk. 11
Poetry was included in the story hour .

were short and simple.
ren.

The poems

They were read or told to the child-

The favorite poems were read several times.
Enriching~ child's experiences through picture

study.

The children in this study were trained to observe

pictures so that they could discuss and interpret the

5'?
events and actions in them.

It was fficUlY weeks before child-

ren could follow pictures in sequence.

Picture books were

cut apartJ and tne children would tell that part of the
story which pertained to a certain picture.

Even the pupils

with limited background in language eventually became able
to do this.
Development in visual·, euditory and motor skills .
The children used all the visual, auditory and motor skills
they could possess when they first begin to read;

Many of

the children in this study measured far below average in
visual discrimination and memory, and in auditory discrimination.
With respect to basic kinesthetic abilities (motel'.
coordination and orientation)J there were marked weaknesses
in control of attention, essential left-to- right movement,
marking, drawing and other motor skills.

These weaknesses

were also snown by the children ' s performances in readi-

ness tests, pencil and paper exercises, crayola drawings
and in their inability to handle books .
Visual discrimination means tne ability to note
likenesses and differences among words, objects and colors.
The following procedure is one way to develop this ability.
1.

Preparation of a flannelgram.

This can be made

in any size, with a piece of outing flannel serving as a
base and with cutputs placed on the board .
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2.

Placement of two different figures at tne right

of tne board for tne children to find two other pictures
that were similar.
Auditory discrimination means the ability to differentiate sounds and spoken words.
Helping ill_ cn1ld improve memory through observation .
A variety of interesting and related objects reinforces the
habit of careful obs ervation and classification, for the
purpose of remembering. 1 One suggestion is to say, while
the children look at various toys,
dolls in the window."
nae found? 11

11

Let 1 s find all the

"Who can tell us about one doll he

Give names to tne dolls.

Continue with dif-

ferent kinds of balls--rubber balls, baseballs, footballs,
and so forth.

Or continue with toys that

11

go 11 -fire trucks,

boat, car and so forth • .
To reinforce the habit of visualizing for memory,
say:

11 Now

we

are going to see if we can remember all these

toys when our books are closed .

But first, just look at

each of the dolls and tnen close your eyes.
all- the dolls he saw?"
manner .

Who can name

Use the balls and toys in a similar

\'Then b ooks are closed, ask the children if they

can shut their eyes and visualize the toy store window.
Wha t kind of dolls did they see there?

Ask for several

1. w. s. Gray, A. S. Artley, and M. Monroe, Before
We Read, p. 12 .
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volunteers to name all the toys they can remember .
Development of hand .fill.9:

™

coordination .

The

following activity will prove valuable in strengthening eye
and hand coordination and motor control .
Distribute duplicated pa.ges showing rows of circles,
each row of circles smaller than the preceding row.
the pupil's attention to the variety in size .

Call

Tell each

pupil to put a dot in the center• of all the circles in
each row.

As the circles become sma ller, the pupil must

exercise more and more control over the crayon.

Tnis acti-

vity 1a excellent for promoting writing readiness, because
it involves motor skills that are essential to t nis area
of the languag e arts .
To train the children in left-to-right eye and hand
movement, the following exercises was recommended .
The teacher drew on the blackboard, in broken lines,
a picture of a dog house or a bird.

Eacn cnild traces the

picture with his finger , without touching the board.

He

begins at the left side of the picture, moves his finger
across the top and returns to the starting point by following the bottom lines.

When the actual tracing had begun,

a check was made to see that each pupil places his finger
on the top of the bird ' s beak .

(Right-handed children use

the rignt index finger, left-nanded children use the left
index finger.)

It is important to explain that everyone
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must move h1s finger over the bird's nead and down its back
to its tail .

Then the broken lines were traced around the

bird's legs to its beak.
As this exercise was performed, the teacher observed
whether the cnild was left or right-nanded and whetner he
had acn1eved sufficient motor control.

At all times, the

child was allowed to use whatever hand he prefers.

But the

teacher was alert to see that his book was in the proper
position for the hand being used.
Faulty tracing may indicate poor vision.

If, after

further observation, signs of eyestrain was evident, the
parents were advised to have a physical examination given
to their child.
Fernald1 has employed a kin~sthetic method in teaching
mentally normal children to read after they had failed to
learn for a number of years .

Her method consists of the

following four steps:
Step 1 .

The child traces words .

Step 2 .

He repeats each word several times.

step 3.

He says the word to nimself before writing it .

Step 4.

He tries to understand new words from their
similarity to words he has already learned.

Fernald has used the kinesthetic method with non-

1. Grace M. Fernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic
School Subjects, pp . 157-180.
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readers and poor readers, including college students.

Re-

cent publication reports phenomenal progress for a number
of children.

For one group of twenty-six non-readers, al-

most four years of progress was made in less than seven
months of training.

This method of helping the non-reader

or poor reader to read is often the solution with which
the individual is faced.

Pupils with outstanding leader-

ship ability may be thwarted in their activities due to
inferiority in reading.

Pupils with reading difficulties

fear criticism from group members and develop withdrawn
attitudes and actions in reading activities.

CHAPT3:R IV
A DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM FOR READING IN THE FIRST
GRADE IN PRAIRIE VIEW TRAINING SCHOOL

Building a Reading Program
A reading program may include any activity or sub-

ject for which reading must be done .

When used 1n this

sense, the term includes every subject in the school curr1culum--soc1al studies, science, arithmetic, physical training, music, and art.
In a more limited sense, however, the term

0

read1ng

program. 11 refers to those activities which are designed
specifically to develop the child' s i~terest and ability
in reading .

The term is used in this thesis in its more

limited sense.
It was found, in the course of t he study, that
children who have successfully completed the primer level
of the basic reading programs are ready for a wider, more
varied program of reading activities.

When they are ready

for a wider program (hereafter called the "Book One" program), they should a l so read independently simple stories
from supplementary books .

For an adequate reading program

at Book One level, the teacher should provide materials for
three general types of reading activities .

They are;
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1.

Free reading

2.

Extensi ve reading

J.

Basic reading

Free reading involves those activities in which children look at picture books and read materi als of their own
choice and at their own level of reading ability .
Extens~v~ reading involves those activities in which
the children read stories and books that develop, or "extend", interests and ideas derived from the material in
the basic reader .
Basic reading involves tnose activities in which the
children are given systematic guidance in reading • . The
material in the basic reader is used in conjunction with a
work book .

In this way, reading skill is developed and

strengthened through direct application .
After the material has been gatnered for tnese
three reading activities, the teacher is faced with the
problem of how to administer the reading program so as to
meet the needs of individual children. The children need
a certain degree of mental maturity before they can make
much use of sounding for getting word meanings in context .
The examples of sight words on page 60 are provided for
making the words a part of the childrens• sight vocabulary .

EXAMPLES OF SIGHT WORDS

Apple

Bird

hill
nest

What Is It?
It is red.
It 1s good. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
It is a toy.
It can go fast. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A bird can make it.
It has egg s in it. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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If the children are divided into several groups, the
teacher should not expect all the children to be ready for
the Book One (let grade) program at the same time.

The

superior group will no doubt be ready to begin reading
.Q!!!: New Friends long before the elow learners have completed

the basic primer .

Even assuming that all children in a given

group have reached the same level of development, there will
still be variations in reading ability witnin the group.
The teacher must give each child the individual guidance
he needs, yet continue group discussion and group learning
in connection with the materials that all the children have
read in common .
Sight Words.

There are several ways in which "sight

words" may be adjusted to the levels of the different groups .
one way is to delay use of the first reader until the second
year of school work.

Another is to review each fall the

books which have been read the preceding year, so as to reteach the sight words which will be used again and again
in the new books .
The sight words cnosen will need to be words whose
meaning is already known to the children.

For "meaning be-

fore sight 11 is essential to keeping up interest and assuring retention.

As there are at least a thousand common

words in English, each series of eight words in the beginning book should be different from every other .

The "tell-

ing method" should be used in teaching each new series.
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The teacher should point to the word,l or have one of
the children point to the word, while she or another pupil
pronounces 1t.

This 1s called the

11

telling metnod, 11 but,

rrom the pupil ' s standpoint, the proper name should be the
11

see, hear, and remember method . 11

In the first gr~de, oral reading is frequently used.
The child who does not know the words listens as someone
else reads,

until now.

He hears a word that he has not recognized
The new word is placed on the blackboard, and

someone wn o knows the word says it, or tne teacher says it
herself.

The class can then see, hear and remember.

words are lessons.

The

Therefore, it 1s repeatedly seen, heard

and remembered. 2

The spelling method is another way to learn words by
sight .

If the child spells the word, he 1s able to see,

near and remember the sounds wnicn make up the word.

For

example, he remembers c-a-t, cat; d-o-g, dog; g-o, go., etc .
When a child understands tnat a word is made up of letters,
he can proceed to learn the letters and thereby learn the
word.
The child wno rapidly learns many words at sight
usually becomes a good r eader.

He has many opportunities

at home to develop h1s vocabulary .

For example, tne mother

1. E. w. Dolch, Psychology and Teacnl.ng of Reading.
pp. 149-184.
,.
2. I bid., p. 14~ .

labels certain things--the canned fruits and jellies, the
rows in the garden, places in the closets for each member
of the family .

The child can help post the labels and, in

so doing, he not only 1dent1ries and writes the word, but
sees it as well .

EXAMPLES OF SIGHT WORDS

egg

b8

man

hand

letter

What Ia It?
It can swim.
It can go :fast.

The hen gives it to me.
I like to eat it.
I 11ke to get it .
I can read 1t .

t1sb

window

b9

Children like games with words, and such games are
very effective means of enriching the children's vocabulary.
One example of such a game, in whicn the variations are almost limitless, is as follows:

The teacher prepares several

cards, each bearing a noun, for example:
dow, chair, hat, book, and so forth.

door, desk, win-

Each child, in turn,

places each card on the proper object in the room.

The

rest of the class tells whether he labeled the objects
correctly.
The game can also be played with verb cards .

Each

child acts out the verb which is written on the card he
draws.

He runs, or walks, or laughs, or sings, depending

upon what verb is written on his card.

This game may also

be played with cards that bear adjectives.
if the card read

II

For example,

sad, 11 the child strikes the proper pose.

In a similar way, the game may be played with adverbs,
p.t:lrases, clauses, and whole sentences .

Still anotner

variation of the game uses cards with names .
holds up a card with a child' s name on it.

The teacher
When he recog-

nizes his name, he stands up, spells, and pronounces it.
Picture books also stimulate a desire to learn to
read.

Some picture books have simple sentences with the

pictures.

The teacher should have each child point to a

picture and read what is written under it.

The children

learn the names of the different colors by painting pie-
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tures of such objects as an egg, cat, fi sh , apple and so
for th, and then wri ting both the name of the object and its
color beneath each picture .
Dolch 1 s basic sight vocabulary consists of 220 words,
known as the Basic Sight~ Test .

This test i s most use-

ful, both for group and individual testing.

When the test

is given to a group, the teacher pr9nounces a word which
the children identify by putting a circle around it on
their papers .

They have a choice of four words to circle

each time, one of which is the word called by the teacher .
This test may be used for individual diagnostic tes ting by
asking the child to pronounce each word at sight, as quickly as he can.

The words are also printed on cards for in-

dividual use both in teaching and testing .
are available at reasonable price . 1

These cards

Sight words, phrase perception, consonant, and pictures were taken from Wagstaff picture book on Building
Reading Skills which was distributed by McCormeck-Mathers
Publishing

Co□pany

which served as an excellent first grade

list for the children to use.
pictures indep endently. 2

1.
2.

Ibid , Chapter XI
Ibid . , Chapter XI

The children can use the
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SIGHT WORDS*

.

.
,.. ...

.·· ..·

in

under

over

-

box.
i8 on tbe
kitten
Tha
box.
i8 1n iihe
kitten
The
1.s ~de,!. the box.
1t1tten
The
box.
Th.C ~1tten

.lJl

.2,_VCE,

,1uraped .2,_ve;: the

EI-

-

_nae;: on
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Children have different kinds of vocabularies .
h a Ve a
11

11 h

wr1 ting,

ear i ng 11 ,
11

'n und eret

They

anding 11 , 11 reading, 11 "speaking, 11 and

vocabulary. . Each vocabulary differ s from another

in the number and variety of words, although, of course,
there is a great deal of overlapping .

The most important

is the hearing or meaning vocabulary .

A chil d gets little

value out of studying a word which conveys no meaning to
him .
There are several ways for a child to learn new or
unfamiliar words .

He may use clues and picture clues.

He

can at least approximate the meaning and usage of a word
from the context in which it appears.

He can recognize

familiar elements in longer words .
The child should look at a word while the teacher
pr onounces it.

The teacher may encourage the child to

guess at the word by using a picture of whatever familiar
verbal context is available .

The child learns a word by

associating its pronunciation and meaning with its form.
It helps the child if he can study the word in several
familiar contexts .

In this way he makes the association

of form, meaning, and pronunciation again and again .

Other-

wise, a child may obediently learn the form of a word without learning its meaning or pronunciation.
utter ly without value .

Thia would be

I n the same way , it i s little more

than a waste of time if the child learns one aspect of a
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word without learning the other t wo .
Some children are fortunate 1n that they both heard
and saw familiar words during their early childhood.

They

have begun to recognize rhyming words and words beginning
with the same consonant sound. 1
Phras e Perception .

Perception is the awareness of

an object that stimulates our senses.

I t 1s a ver y compli-

cated process, and occurs only after one has had sever al
experiences with a particular object .

Perception then de-

pends upon a simple sensory cue--vieual, tactile, auditory-by which we call up all past associations and thereby recognize the object . 2
Phrase perception is greatly enhanced if the child
understands his prepositions .

Pictures such as those on

the following page are very effective in helping tne child
understand the prepositions .in,

Ju:, under,

.Q.!!,

and~-

The children read the groups of words under each picture .
The teacher asks the class to pick the group of words
which contain the right preposition.
line under the correct preposition.

The class draws a
The teacher, of course,

checks the children ' s wor k .

A dri ll exercise is helpful in developing the
ability to recogni ze a group of words at a single eye
pause.

Phrase flashing is a good method to use for length-

1.
2.

Davis H. Russell, .QE. Cit . , ghapter I, p . 5.
E.W. Dolch, .Qp. Qll. , p. 14 •

en1ng the span of attention during such a pause.

On the

following pages are some exercises that can be used in tne
Prairie View Training Scnool .

g!l tn.e chair

E.1 the cha.i.r
~ the cha1.r

~ the oed.
~ the oed.
1n tne oed.
:;:;--

~ the nest

~ tne nest
~ tbe nest

7.5B

EXERCISES IN PHRASE PERCEPTION

1n the box

under the tree

on the box

in the tree

by tne box

by the tree

under the box

over tne tree

in tne cnair

by the table

by the chair

on the table

over the chair

over the table

under the table
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Phrases like the ones on the preceding page are very
important and very difficult to teacn.
1a to have a moving picture show.

One of the beet ways

Pictures illustrating

different phrases are turned across a screen.
is written beneath each picture.

The phrase

It is important , of course,

that one picture be out of sight before the next appears .
brief drill in phrase perception should be given a t lea.st
twice a week.
Another way to promote phrase perception ls tne
following:

Three phrases are written on the blackboard,

the phrases differ only in the introductory preposition .
A picture is sketched beside each group, and the children
are directed to find the phrase that most accurately describes the picture . 1
Word Recognition.

Training in word recognition ia

given the child so that he may achieve independence in
determining the meaning and pronunciation of words.
Word recognition 1s the product of visual analysis
and the demand for meaning.

This abili ty to break a word

down into familiar elements and this attitude of demanding
meaning are essential to efficient reading.
While training pupils in word recognition, the
teacher must never lose sight of the primary goals of the

1. Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading
Abilities, p. 145 .

A
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reading program:

(l) to teach the child to read for mean-

ing; (2) to teach him to apply the insights he gains from
reading to his everyday life.
Along with the emphasis on meaning, however, the
child should be taught the techniques involved in word
recognition.

First, he is taught how to identify an un-

familiar word by the context in which it appears.

This use

or context emphasizes whole meaning and avoids meaningless
word drill .

Secondly, he is taught how to analyze words

visually and to differentiate words by their visual characteristics, auch as length , typography (upper or lower case),
and general configuration.

Third, he is taught how to

use the dictionary so that he can determine the meaning
and pronunciation of new words.
Phonetic Analysis .

Phonetic analysis means the

association of sound with letter symbol .

Often, a single

phonetic clue when combined with meaning and word-form
clues will enable the reader to identify the word.

The

method is usually very successful .
Training in auditory perception is the first step
in this program.

The child must be able to hear and re-

produce the sound accurately before he can associate it
with a printed letter .
I t is advisable for tne teacher to begin with consonant sounds, as . . they are easy to hear and learn .
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Also , i t is easier to discriminate among consonant sounds
than among vowel eounda . 1
I n teac.ning indivi dual consonant sounds , there are
many wor d cards and devices that can be used .

One such

device ( 11.lu strated bel ow), is to make a word card so that
the initial consonant shows only when the card ts folded .
When the card is unrol.ded, the key picture replaces the
initi al consonant .
sounds.

Such cards clarify indi vidual consonant

Exampl es or t.nia type of teacning device are shown

bel ow.

at
Unfolded

C at
FoJ.ded
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SUN

I saw the sun.
The pig sat 1n the sun .
The boy saw the sun.
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RABBIT

The rabbit can run fast.
It is fun to read .
It ls fun to run.
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Word Analysis.

When the child. has mastered a suffi-

cient number of sight words to read most of hie material
independently, he is ready for word analysis .

Thie is

still another way for the child to identify new words.
Word analysis is based on the principle that root
elements are meaningful in themselves.

Prefixes, suffixes,

and other word particles are added to the root to form a
word.

The word, tnerefore, is analyzed into its structural

components, and we may call aucn a process "structural
analysis."
Structural analysis may be developed by the following steps:

(1) A number of root words or elements are

selected, to which prefixes, suffixes and other units can
be edded to form new words;

(2) Several root words are

written on tne blackboard .

Next to it are listed all the

units tnat can be added.

The children direct tne teacher

to add the units to form new words.

This can be done in-

dividually or with a group ; (3) The children are supplied
with lists of roots and word particles.
words from these lists.

They form new

Tne teacner, of course, must

check their work to make certain they do not construct
words whicn do not exist.
The children may be presented with a list such as
the following:
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Roots

Parts to Add

l ike
think
hope
fear
cede
-siet

- ly
un- able
re- ful (1)
-less

Using verbal context .

The words and meanings Which

surround a particular word or passage compris e the context .
Children should be trained to use the context to identify
new or unfamiliar words.

Tney can derive trie meaning, form

and even the pronunciation of a new word from the verbal
pattern in whicn the word.appears.
If a child is aware of tne context, he can associate
the correct pronunciation to an unfamiliar word form.
Say, for example, that
1n

P

sentence .

visually.

11

book 11 is tne only new word form

The chil d knows the word orally, but not

If the child understands the sense of the passage

read as follows:

11

The teacher told the pupil to open his

book (nere appears the new word from
the class. 11

11

book 11 ) and read to

It would be clear to the child what word the

new form probably represents .

2

The context is useful only if it contains definite
'

clues to the meaning· of the new word or to the pronunciation

1.
2.

A. I . Gates, The Improv ement of Reading , pp. 154-5.
Paul McKee, .QI?. Q.ll. , pp . 71-74 .
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of the new form .

As we

have just observed, if the child

knows a word orally, he needs merely to associate the
familiar pronunciation to an unfamiliar form .
Written Communication
Before a child enters school, he has made some progress 1n two language arts, listening and speaking .

But

it is while in school that he learns to read and to express
himself in writing .
In kindergarten, a child may ask the teacher to
write something for
write his name.

hi□.

He may even learn to print or

In the early part of the first grade, the

child rarely has need to put his ideas into writing.

This

is true, even though the teacher will often record a child' s
remarks, largely as a means of stimulating a desire to read
and giving an idea of what reading is about .
The needs that motivates written communication become apparent during the primary years.

At some time or

another, the child will want to convey something to persons not present.

Or he will want to keep records of

plans and events, or he will want to organize his ideas
about a complicated subject .

Even stronger than all the

rest, perhaps, is his desire to express his emotions and
perceptions.
There is a physical, an educational and a psycholo-
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gical aspect to written communication .

The physical as-

pect of writing is developed through muscular coordination .
Most first grade teachers today teach manuscript writing
or print script .

Therefore, very few difficulties arise

from the act of writing itself .
The educational aspect deals with the mechanics of
writing, such as spelling, punctuation and capitalization.
The child develops this aspect very gradually.
The psychological aspect develops as the child feels
the need for written communication .

It is vital that the

teacher lead her pupils to feel this need .

She can offer

them enjoyable experiences in recording news stories and
announcements, or in composing poems and stories .
Letter Writing .
grades

In kindergarten, first and second

the children usually compose their letters by dic-

tating them to the teacher.
board.

She writes them on the black-

Since the letter will probably be copied by the

children, it should be short and simple .

The following

letter is typical:
Prairie View Training School
August 10, 1953
Dear Mother,
Will you come to our progra.pi tomorrow at two
o • chock?
Love,
Wilmon
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As the teacher writes the letter on the board, she
points out where each part of the letter (date, salutation,
etc. ) should be placed .
As each child gains independence, he writes his own

letters.

The teacher helps by showing them how to plan

their letters by jotting down notes on wnat they are going
to say .

She should give them such encouragement as,

like this part

or

•r

your letter because it sounds just like

you . •

Developing Creative Power .

Children should be en-

couraged to write about their own ideas in tneir own language .

Only when they depart t rom strictly conventional

words and ideas w111 there be any originality or expres-

sion .

The teacher should stress the idea that no writing

1s genuine unless . it expresses the 1nd1vudual h1meelt . 1

Handwriting Skills .

The cn1ldren need to be trained

1n handwriting until the mechanics a r e so well established

that a minimum amount of attention need can be devoted to
the meaning and content of what he writes .

The teacher should explain the purpose and use of
lines on paper .

(Lines make it easier to determine where

to begin and end letters , and to judge the height, width
and the slant of cursive letters . )

During th e first year

of acnool, several snort periais of instruction and prac1.

Ruth Strickland, Language Arts in the Elemen-

tary School , pp . 2J9- 241.
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tice are better than one long period .
Manuscript writing should still be taught and practiced,1 for it is valuable in making posters, charts, and
other display materials, long af'ter cursive writing is
learned .
The cnildren should understand tnat writing serves
many valuable functions.

It enables people to share in-

formation, ideas and feelings with each other .

People can

keep important records because they can write.

Through

writing, everyone can feel the Joy of creating.
Spelling.

In order to devise an effective method

for teaching spelling, the teacher should introduce new words
in interesting and meaningful contexts.

New words should be

pronounced correctly .
In learning to spell, the following basic skills are
involved:

(1) Visual skill--eeeing the word; (2) auditory

ek111--hearing the word; (J) oral skill--saying the word;
(4) kinesthetic skill-- writing the word; (5) utilitarian
akill--using the word.
Help the child spell the words he Will most often
use.

Ask each child to keep a 11st of words he misspells

and encourage him to study these words.

This maintenance

program should be carried out from year to year to be most
effective. 2
Louis Oakley, 11 The Key to a Functional Language Ar~~ Program,u Instructor, Vol . 14,pp. 57-66.
2. Ibid., p. ob.
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Dictation.

Before dictating to the pupils, discuss

the difficult words and sentences with them.

List on the

blackboard the words in the story most difficult to spell .
Note the correct capitalization and punctuation .
Then erase everything on the blackboard and dictate
in the following manner:

(1) Read aloud the entire story

while the pupils determine where eacn sentence begins and
ends.

(2)

Re~d the first sentence while the children think

(3)

of the capit a lization, punctuation and spelling.

Read

the first half of the first sentence, and tell the children
to repeat it aloud.

(4)

Read the second half of the sen-

tence, again telling the children to repeat it.
the children write tne sentence .

(5)

Have

Repeats steps (3), (4),

and (5) for e a ch sentence. 1
Thie procedure is known as studied dictation.
1s used when children are Just beginning to write.
snould remain in effect

AS

It
It

long as the children need it.

The children who learn by tnis method will be able to write
short simple sentences correctly when they enter the middle
gr ades .

Otherwise, they will go througn elementary school

writing sentences incorrectly punctuated and capi talized,
with even the most common words miespelled . 2
The following are examples of the material dictated

1
2:

Ruth Strickland, .9J2. Cit., pp. 228-232.
Ibid., Ch . I I pp. 228- 231.
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to the children of the first gr2de in the Prairie View Training School:
March
In March--time • s blowy weather
I find its oh! So hard
To carry dad 1 s umbrella
Even through the yard
One of tnese windy mornings
Wanda and I will go
Over the dinger meadow
Over the crusty snow
Since content and purpose take precedence over form,
dictation is the essential first step in teaching written
language .

I n the first grade the teacher serves as scribe
for both rormal and personal writing. 1

Formal Notes.
to their friends .
person.

The children a l so wrote formal notes

The notes were written in the third

A reply was written in exactly the same form as

the note.
Invitation:

The first grade teacher furnished these examples:
Ester and Alice Clark request the pleasure of
Mary Ann' s company at a birthday party on
Wednesday, August the twentieth, at 2:00 .
Waller, Texas
August the twentieth

Mary Ann gladly accepts the invitation of

Reply:

Ester and Alice Clark birthday party on Wednesday, August the twentieth at 2 : 00 .

Hockley, Texas
August the twentieth

1.

Ibid., Ch. II. pp . 228-231.
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Oral Communication

Oral communication is the foundation of the langu age curriculum .

Languag e begins as an oral experience .

The infant hears all kinda of sounds uttered by his parents
and others.

Gradually, he· realizes that the sounds are

meaningful .

He understands. that if he can reproduce acer-

tain sound he will make a. certain communication, or at
least create a certain effeat.

In time he masters speech

and expresses his ideas and feelings in whole sentences.
Conversation, 1n the classroom, should be informal,
spontaneous and lively .
communication.

It is the most common means

or

The first grade children should be given

many opportunities to converse with each other and With
the teacner.

In tnia way, they will receive the chief

value of good conversation--the free flow and interchange

of ideas and feelings.
Through conversation the children can clarify their
tnrougnts and gain new ideas .

They lea~n how to make

judgments and decisions,_ both independently and with a
group.
story-telling is an important means of oral communication.

Children liked to compose stories and poems .

teacher should encourage them to do so.

The

Some children have

the ability to make up v ery i rnaginitive and amusing stories
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based on their own experiencea . 1
Storytelling, whether by the teacher or the class ,
is tne children's most common source of vicarious experiences .
It develops their interest in books and literature, lengtn-

ens tneir attention span, and gives them a feeling for the
logical continuity of events .
The stories selected for reading should not be too
advanced for the children.
experiences and b Fck grounds.

They should be geared to their
Otherwise, of course, the

children will find it difficult, not to say impossible, to
be interested in the story.
Choral Reading (that is, recitation by a group of a
story or poem) is an effective way to strengthen the child's
interest in oral communication.

If it is well organized,

the balance and unity of the voices produce a beautiful
Just as an orchestra can render music above the

effect.

power of any single instrument, so many voices may be
blended to enhance the rhythm and melody of a poem.
The children of the primary grades can prepare for
cnoral reading by listening to and appreciating poetry.
When they are ready, they will work hard to blend their
voices, because of the beautiful effect wrought by harmony .
Discussion is a much more formal activity than con-

1.

-

Ibid . , Ch . 10, pp. 326-327 .
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versation .

The pupils should direct their discussion to-

ward some purpose or objective , such as :

determining what

their problems are and making plans to solve them , or
judging how far they have progressed.
With young children, the teacher assumed the role of
leader as they tried to solve simple problems which called
f or immediate action .

As leader, the teacher creates a hap-

py, friendly atmosphere.

She dealt with each child accor-

ding to his needs, encouraged those who were shy, tri ed to
find something worthwhile in everyone 1 s contribution .

She

gave praise freely; yet me.de certain to avoid excessive
praise.

Finally, she concluded the discussion before the

children became restless and inattentive .
The teacher must spend a good deal of time with the
children before they are ready to make their reports .
They will often need guidance in re~ding cr itically, in
defining their topics, in choosing expressive words to
convey their meaning and, finally, in communicating their
infor mation accurately .

The children will be able to take

some of t hese s teps independently but will need a.ssistance
in otners.

Once again, it is a question of individual

differences.
Tel ephone conver s ation .

In developing ability for

or al communication, it is impor tant that the cnildren know
and pr actice good telephone habits .

Therefore , i nstruction
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in the proper use of a telephone should be included in
every school curriculum .
The children of the first gr ade should discuss how
and when to use the telephone .

The children can practice

on two toy telephones, the lesson would be more interesting .
The children should take turns using them.

Cor rect tele-

phone usage thereby learned from direct experience.

A

list of rules, such as the following should be written on
the blackboard for frequent reference:
Be sure to call the correct number
Hold the mouthpiece about an inch from
your mouth and speak directly into it.
If you are to readily relay the message
to another be sure you get it correctly .
Make sure you tell who called and when.
Be polite when you use the phone. Show
courtesty to the operator and to anyone who wishes to use the telephone
in an emergency.
Do not talk too long .
Replace the receiver gently . Do not slam.
The class should also keep a check 11st for better
speech.

New rules and suggestions may be added to it as

the need arises.

It may include such troublesome, through

common, p.hrases as:
you give me.

an orange, let me, tell them, would

The children should be encouraged to use

phrases in their telephone conversations, paying special
attention to enunciation .

The teacher should be prepared

to answer and discuss such questions as :
phone conversations be short?

Why snould tele-

Who should close a tele-

phone conversation--the one wno called or the one who
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answered?

What should you do in an emergency if the line is

busy?
The teacher may base her answer to those questions
on the following rules of courtesy suggested by McKee:l
1.
2.

One should avoid calling people early in the
morning, late at night, during meal times and
during heavy business hours.
The conversation should be kept as brief as
possible, withing the limits of the interest
and time of the p erson called.

Explanation .

Another method of developing abili ty

for or al communication is to have the children explain a
process or a set of rules .

Buch an explanation requires

orderly thinking and an awareness of the audience.

Fur-

thermore, unless there is careful attention to detail, the
explanation will be meaningless to the listener .

Children

enjoy g iving explanations, especially of a story or picture
they created.
The teacher p lays an imp ortant role by helping the
children meet the requirements of good explanation .

She

sets an example by her own poise, her appreciative at t ention to the remarks of others and her constant encouragement.

She enriches their background by offering worth-

while experiences which they will afterwards try to explain
and describe .

Such experiences would be a trip to the zoo

or aquarium .
1.

Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary School,

pp. 220- 221.
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Horn and Curtis list the following life situations
whicn demand oral reading :
Reading aloud in the famil y or among friends including reading to children .
'
Reading to inform, or to prove a point .
Reading a report, an announcement, or an important
paper .
Reading to oneself for appreciation, as in reading
poetry.
Reading in unison, as in choral rea.ding . l
A great deal of time should be devoted to or al reading in the first grade.
as the following:

Many benefits result from it, such

(1) It arouses tne child ' s natural in-

terest and pleasure in reading aloud.

(2) Oral reading

enables the child to master a basic vocabulary.

(J) It

develops, at an early age, the chil d ' s ~bility for effective speech and expression, and for perceptive understand2
ing a.nd appreciation .
Reversals in Reading.
of the letters in a word.

A reversal is a transposition

For example, a frequent reversal

is the confusion of the words "was" and "saw. 11

The term

reversal also refers to the confusion of one letter with
anotner, such as b with d, and p with q.

Reversed letters

a.re often, but not always, mirror images of each other .
Reversals are sometimes caused by defects in vision.
However, since the teacher cannot diagnose eye troubles,
1
Ernest Horn and James F . Curtis, Mi mprovement
of oral Rea.ding, 11 Forty-Eighth Yearbook of tne National
Society for the Study of Education.
Part II, p. 255.
2 . Mildred A. Daniell, 11 0re.l Reading, Why I Believe
in It, M Grade Teacher , Vol . XV (December, 1947 ) , p. 49.
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she must rely on some of the most frequently used and universally accepted methods of correcting the diffi culty .
The "seeing, hearing, saying and writing method 11 of
eli minating reversals is very effective .
confuses two words, :for example,

11

If the child

was 11 and

teacher shows him one word at a time .

11

saw, 11 the

She instructs him to

look at each word, listen to it, say it, trace it, and
then writ e it .

She may also call attention to the dif-

ferences in the initial letters (w and a).

The words are

~Titten on the blackboard, one below the other .

The child

then notes the first letter of each word before he pronounces it .

Such a list would app ear like this :

Was

Saw

Saw

Saw
Was
Saw

The method described above works equally well with
letters.

Tne child may either name or sound the letters ,

or both .
on the following p~ge are some exercises that could
be used in treating reversals .
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b

p

d

p

b

d

c 11

b

u 11 II

b
p

~

p

.·...
b

~

p

....... ·••• •.••:

t.l

(

p ~.~
~

d
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EXERCISES FOR CORRECTING REVERSALS
saw

was

was
saw

He

~

here .

I ~ tne boy .
was

saw

was

saw

was

S8W

was

sa·w

was

saw

T h e ~ ~ on the table
I ~ the baby .
Mother~ the big bell .
I t ~ my pet .

was--saw
It (was, saw) time to go .

We (saw, was) the pony .
The dog (was, saw) the rabbit .

He (was, saw) here.
was

saw

saw

was

saw

was
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The letters b, P, and d, are often reversed by the
children.

The letters q and g are sometimes confused with

each other or with b, p, or d .

On the fol l owing pages are

exercises that will help the children to see the difference
in the forms of these letters.
Tne cnild.ren are asked to look at the pictures and
to say the letter with wnicn tne name of each object begins.

Tney look a t the letters in the first picture, then

go from left to right across the page, drawing a line under
eacn letter that represents tne picture .

The next three

rows are done in the same way.
The teacner snould give clues to the pupils by asking such questions as :

Which object 1a a farm ani mal?

Which is ridden by many people~

Which is used for writing?

bubstitutions are of two · general types.

First,

there are tnose wnich result when one letter is replaced
by another, sucn as :
and there, etc .

~

and ~ , what and ~ , wnere

Thie type of substitution is usually

caused by poor vision and should be dealt with accordingly .

The second type of substitution occurs i'hen the child-

ren read rapidly and substitute words which do not Rlter
the meaning of what they read.
substitute large for big.

For instance, they may

It is felt that this study may

contribute some activities that may be applied to an effective developmental program for reading in the first grade.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
Information about the background and experienc~ of
the 25 children in this study was obtained by the following
means:

interviews with each child ' s parents; the teacher ' s

reading diagnostic check sheet; Gates Reading Readiness
Test; California Primary Short Form Test of Mental Maturity;
Pupil Background Study Sheet.
This study found that the educational background of
more than half of the parents was extremely meager .

Twenty

of these parents had only an elementary educatLon, and
eleven never attended school at a~l .

Only seven parents

were graduated from college, while three attended college
without receiving a degree .
All of the twenty-five children lived in rural
communities.

The occupational activities of the parents

(shown in Table IV) are classified in three groups ; the
professional workers, skilled and unskilled laborers.

In

six of the families, the parents are skilled or in the professions.

In the remaining sixteen, the parents are skilled

or unskilled laborers .
The survey shows that all the homes have radios and
eight have telepnones.

Eight families own television sets,
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nineteen own care and six own typewriters.
With respect to the cultural facilities in tne home
and communities of the pupils, only one child reported having a library at home.
11

comics

11

Newspapers, magazines and the

are far more numerous than books.

All the child-

ren participA.ted in play experiences based chiefly on animal
life and in games which required very little equipment.
They had all experienced either snort or long trips and had
attended motion pictures and county fairs.

Only five

parents did not attend church, and five children did not
not attend Sunday School.
The writer has attempted to show the influence of
certain environmental factors on reading readiness.

She

found, for example, that a ch~ld 1 s perents had a rich educational background, he would make rapid progress toward
reading readiness .

If, on the other hand, a child 1 s par-

ents received a poor education and had few cultural interests, his progress in reading would be hindered, even
retarded.
The study made additional findings.

Irregular at-

tendance in school is often a result of poor economic conditions in the family.
fects be corrected .

It is essential that physical de-

The most common a ilments are inflamed

tonsils, adenoids , and various sensory defects.
Audio-visual material is effective in motivating
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the children to learn how to read .
The writer became interested in this study after a
consultation with the Principal and faculty of Prairie View
Training School whicn dealt with the reading progress made
by the first grade children there.
Conclusion.

The examiner provided a. means for the

first gr ade children to participate in the reading program
which will affect them .

The children were given the oppor-

tunity to help organize and administer the rea.ding program.
The reading program in this school will be worth while if
made interesting to the children.
Recommendations
From tnis study of present problems that exist in
the Prairie View Training School, the following recommendat ions are sugg ested:
1.

That a program of parent education through study

groups to acquaint parents with schools ' programs as it
relates the growth factors of children be organized .
2.

That the services of e full-time school nurse

assist in a school health program for children .

3.

That arrangement be made for a hot lunch ~ro-

gram for children.
4 . That increased evaluation techniques be incoras of readiness in the standard achieveporated in the are
ment testing program.
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5-

That a follow- up program on physical, social,

and emotional program become an integral part of the school' s
program .

6.

That a full-time visiting teacher be used in

the Prairie View Training Scn ool.
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STUDY OF THE PUPIL BACKGROUND
Personal
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Name
Plac,--;;;e:--;:;o:rf~b:-'.ii";;r:-+t:'1:h:-----------=D~a..,..t_e_o=f-b,....,..ir_t...,h
_ _ __
Father•a name
Live with parents_yes_no
Otner tnan par_e_n~t_s____
es---no--Motner•a name

-----------------

What has been tne home and family experiences of tne cnild?
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

How many member~ Pre there in the family?
Is he tne oldeet?_youngest?_or middle child
?
What is the physical condition of the family?What are the living conditions of tne home?__
Does the child's mother work?_ _If so, kind of
work._ _ __
Does the child' a f~.ther work?_If so, kind _ __
What is the emotional status of the home?
Wnat are the educational and cultural att_i_t_u_d_e_s-in
the home?________
Are there books in the home?__,..__magazines?_ __
What kind?_______
Is tnere a newspaper?_
radio?_ _,,_yee
no .
Number of roo~in the home._beda_bathtub_ __
car_.

=:::

What has been the community experiences of the child?_ _
What kind or community does he live in?_ _ _ _ __
Ia tnere a playground in wnich he can go?_ _ _ __
Ia there a library wnich he can go?_,__ _ _ _ __,__
3. Is
tnere any center of community interest near him?
4.
Has
he 'been over the community?_ _ __
5. Has he
traveled outside the community?_ _ _ __
6.
Has
he
ridden
on a bus?_train_or airplane?_
'I.
Does
he
go
to
movies?_How
often?_
8.
Does
he
go
to
cnurch?_yes_no,
Sunday school?
9.
_yes_no.
What is the child ' s basic equipment?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1.
2.

a. Physically
What is the general condition of his health? _ __
1. What is tne general condition of his teeth? _ __
2. What is tne specific condition of tne eyes?_ _ __
3.
4. ~Tnat is the sphec1fic hco ndition of ~;~g:rs?_ _ __
5. How much does ewe 1 g 1
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?.
8.

9.

Has he any speech difficulty?
Ia he right or left handed? - - - - - - - - - What type of disease he has had?

b. Mentally
1.

2.

Is he a fast or slow learner?
Is he de 11berate , car efu 1, or--=-1-e_,.,..h_e_q_u_i_c_k_a_n_d_p_e_rhaps flighty in this reactions?

c. Emotionally
1.
2.

J.
5.

4.
b.

--------

---------

Does he look forward to new experiences with interest and pleasure?
Is he of a contended_n_a~t_u_r_e_?,_______
Hae he a genuine sense of humor?
Has he a feeling of personal responsibility? _ __
Hae he any fears and anxieties? ________...,...._ _ __
Has he any respect for himself and others?____

----

What has been the child's school experiences?_ _ _ _ __
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
b.

Wnat nae been his attitude toward hie playmates?
Ha.a he been pleasant or unhappy?______
Hae he been successful or unsuccessful?______
Ia he ready for the prescribed work of tne yea:r?
Are some types of learning easy and others diffi-:cult?_____
Wnat does .he know?___________
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Teacher 1 s Reading Diagnostic
Chec1'
Sheet

Name_______________
A.

Reading Attitude

a.
b.
c.
B.

Physical Reading Habits
a.
b.
c.
d.

C.

Does
Does
Does
Does

the child pay attention?
he seem to have lack of interest?
h e have p oor study nabits?
he pay attention to others?

Is the cnild pronouncing words but not getting
the thought?

Substitutions
a.

F.

the ch ild point wn ile reading?
he move n is he~d while reading?
he nave lip movement?
the ch ild hea r well?

Lack of Cooprehension
a.

E.

Does
Does
Does
Does

Reading At tack
a.
b.
c.
d.

D.

Does the child seem poorly adjusted emotionally?
Does he seem to have evidence of malnutrition?
Does he seem to have any speech handicaps?

Does the child substitu.te words?

Mispronounciations
a.
b.

Does he mispronounce syllables?
Does ne mispronounce words?

G.

Repetitions
Does ne repeat words or pnr~ses and constantly
a.
start over?

H.

Which is his greatest difficulty?
a.
b.
c.

Does he read very loud?
Can he remember what ne reads?
rs it lack of love of reading?
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Reading Readiness Check List

------------

Name

~--Mental Age
----Chronological

I s tne child 6 . o mentally?

res

No

Does the c nild scor e well on reading readiness
tests?

Yes

No

I s tne child emotionally adjusted?

Yes

No

Is the child ' s h ealth normal?

Yes

No

Is hearing normal?

Yes

No

I s speech normal?

Yes

No

Does the child talk freely and express himself
with adequate vocabulary?

Yes

No

Does the ch ild have a broad background of
meanings?

Yes

No

Can the chi ld see likenesses and differences?

Yes

No

Can the child see rel ationship s?

Yes

No

Are the chil d 1 s work habits hardy?

Yes

No

Can the child carr y a sequence of ideas in his mind?Yee

No

the child follow directions?

Yes

No

Can the chil d solve simp le problems?

Yes

No

Does the child want to r ea d?

Yes

No

Can

Summary :

Recommendation :
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Places Visited by the Twenty-five Children

Places

Number of Children

Hempstead,

2.5

Houston,

14

Waller,

25

Hockley,

17

California,

4

Temple,

3

France

1

Bellville,

1

Sealy,

3

Chica.go
Brenham,
Fort Worth,
Germany
Sulpher Springs ,

Waco,

1
11

5
1
1

5
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Play Experiences of Twenty-five Children

Experiences
Airplanes
Ball
Bicycle
Blocks

Gun

Marbles
Paper dolls
Radio
Television
Skates
Stick horse
Tools
Fox over the River
London Bridge
Scooters

Number of Children
8

25
10
25
9
ll

13

25

25
0

25
8
10

2.5
8

cars
cats

2.5
2.5

crawf1shing

25
2.5
25

Climbing Trees
Dominoes
Drop the handkerchief
Hide and Seek
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